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KOLO  DUO MEETING

Outer
2200 W   1220 D   2250 H 

Inner
2060 W   1180 D   2110 H

KLDO2212

retailer details 

Kolo gives you the privacy you need 
to conduct a focused conversation.

booth 
  & pod by KoplusKOLO

KOLO SOLO PHONE

Outer
1000 W   1000 D   2250 H 

Inner
850 W   960 D   2110 H

All dimension in mm

A 
FINEST 
COLLECTION

Colour options : Outer shell Seating fabric : Gabriel – Medley

black

brick red

cappuccino

forest green

graphite

navy blue sky blue

white 60004 61003 62002

63017 65012 66010 67006

68002

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION

Aluminium frame and steel structure
Acoustic performance  The average amount of noise that 
Kolo can block out is 35dB 

Ventilation  The maximum output of the fan providing 
ventilation within the pods is 52.2 liters/second for Kolo Solo 
and 104.4 liters/second for Kolo Duo.

Assembly & mobility  It takes 2-3 trained installers 30-45 min  
to assemble Kolo Solo and 3-4 trained installers 45-60min 
to assemble Kolo Duo. 

LED lighting  The LED lights are dimmable with a maximum 
brightness of 1900 lumens and the color temperature can be 
controlled from a range of 3000 (1700lm ±10%) - 6000 (1900lm 
±10%) K.

Power provision  Kolo is equipped with 2 AC power outlets and 
2 USB charging outlets. (Input: 110 - 240 VAC, 10.1 A, 50 - 60 Hz 
/ Output: DC 5V, 2.1A)

Seismic safety  Seismic requirements vary depending on the 
building and city. If needed, an additional anchoring kit can be 
purchased enabling the phone booths to be bolted to the floor. 
Pricing and instructions are available upon request.

Warranty  The Kolo booths have a warranty of 5 years for the 
overall structure and 2 years for expendable parts including the 
LED light, electrical components, door handles and hinges, and 
fabric upholstery.
Damage that includes, but is not limited to, misuse, user-inflicted 
damage or liquid damage, is not covered under the warranty.

KLSL1010  



Kolo SOLO phone pod 

Kolo DUO meeting booth

A meeting 
solution for the 
contemporary 
workplace. 
Find instant privacy for 

your next meeting. 

Kolo Duo accommodates 

2-4 people and can be 

transformed into a meeting 

room, workstation or 

private space to share 

confidential conversations. 

Step in and start a 

productive discussion 

away from noise and 

distraction.

It’s as simple as 

putting up a 

“Do Not Disturb” sign. 

Simply go in to 
the Kolo Solo 
for some quiet 
“me time”. 
It offers a great space 

for a phone call, 

video-conference 

or private work. 

Keep the office flexible!

KOLO DUO MEETING BOOTH   KLDO2212 KOLO SOLO MEETING BOOTH   KLSL1010


